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About This Game

Starcaster is a challenging arcade style side-scroller. Defeat enemies, level up, and unlock new spells. Traverse through ten
worlds and survive deadly enemies and challenging terrain. Acquire upgrades after each run to go farther in subsequent tries.

Even with full upgrades, completing all ten worlds in one run is no easy task!
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Features:

Completely original art and music

Over fifty enemies

Randomly generated terrain and enemies

Ten worlds and fifty levels

Eight spells

Many permanent character and spell upgrades

Personal stats and highscores
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Great Simulator, this game is very close to the real life feeling of flying RC helis. I'm glad I found it.. I have 2 transmitters
[taranis + futaba] and a xbox controller, I coudnt set them up even after following the instructions.
I spent so much time in the setup menus. I applied for a refund before my 2 hour was up.. Flies amazingly good and looks good
too. Gets better with every update too. Grown up sim since the 2.0.5+ versions. You can try it before you buy it also with de
demo so you can see how well it runs on your computer... Great helicopter to fly!
The model not only looks very nice, but the controls are very good as well. Very responsive to my joystick (Logitech 3D PRO
Extreme).
Lots of glass in the cockpit and a small panel allows for generous vision. This makes it a great ride to take out not only for
easygoing sightseeing tours, but it also allows for some canyon racing or river chasing as well. The versatility makes it a nice
change of pace from the high altitude IFR flying.
Recommended!
. really cool game feels good to play very fast pace only downside is there is no one online i was searching for about 2 hours and
the games i did get in only had 1 player in them and they would close the server as soon as they were down 3 points. FPS
without graphics, gameplay, physics and good controls. Love this sim. over the past 3-4 years that I've been flying RC models I
have tried real flight, phoenix and heli-x and this one is the most realistic by far. It simulates the real world behaviour of a
helicopter very accurately. However you will need to spend a bit of time to learn how to setup your model, just like in the real
world (rates, components, flybarless unit etc). However you will be rewarded with an excellent flying experience. Using a proper
RC transmitter is highly recommended as it will simulate the feeling of flying in real life and it will teach you the right controls.

Don't worry if it is a bit difficult to fly - its as difficult in real life so better crash in the sim rather than your RC model!. I
wanted a decent 3rd party Helicopter to fly as I find the default ones handle poorly. This is amazing. I'm playing with a stick,
throttle and Rudder pedals and I'm also playing in VR. The model is fantastic. Graphics look great more importantly for VR, the
scale is spot on.
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I'll tell you this right now, this game is NOT worth $40. I'd understand if this were an Xbox game, but I saw this at Gamestop
for the PS4. Everyone looks ugly, combat is clunky and lags a little, I was entirely underwhelmed when I realized I "fell" into a
pit as my character slowly slid forward, then suddenly respawned a little further back after taking damage, and don't even get
me started on the cheesy voice acting and awful accents.

Fortunately, I've developed a taste for bad games, so I'm enjoying this. I wouldn't recommend it for anyone else, though.
Definitely not at full price.. Great game. The story is interestnig. Although the game is enjoyable played on its own,, I
recommend playing all the DP games in order because each game builds on an overall story.. Been playing with this for about a
year or more now and regard it as one of the best RC heli sims I have used (I played with pretty much all of them). I find the
flight characteristics pretty convincing certainly enough for me to learn stick movements and transfer to real world flying
without much need for adjustments. The developers have continued refining the sim since its launch and frequently add new
models as they come out. Can't speak for the planes, multi-rotors or cars

A value for money product that I have no regrets buying and one I keep coming back to.. AccuRC 2 is a fantastic simulator and
is my personal favorite for RC Helicopter practice and improvement.
We all want and demand more realism and practicality in a simulator that make it more useful and productive.
In my opinion this is the best simulator for that purpose.
Less of a game and more of a realistic RC helicopter flight experience.
I'm not saying that it is not fun, It a lot of fun!
Last but certainly not least; the amount of updates improvements and new content that have come out for ACCURC 2 since I
purchased it almost a year ago is astounding.

This is a very actively supported product! The developers and product team communicate very openly with their customers (us)
and are very responsive when you have questions.

. I played about 7 or 8 matches and this is really fun, albeit some animations need polishment. The Overall package is really
great and balanced as you get weapons and use them as one hit kill machines. Right now I wish the devs focused on making this
polished on the visual feedback and animations since everything else is clicking very nicely.. game of the year. Where do I begin
with this awesome retro/modern title from the developers of another favorite of mine, Primordia? I guess the obvious has to be
the amount of levels, each with its own unique bosses, weapons to acquire, mechanics to learn. It is quite refreshing to see
games that have had so much love put into them. Wormwood Studios spares no awesomeness. If its achievements to achieve, or
something you'll replay over and over. They bring it to the table. Hats off to you Wormwood, keep the good times rolling!. I
have had this simulator for around 2 years now. it started off great, then as more updates came along i slowly found the
performance getting worse and worse. i was using an outdated gaming laptop, but i was told i didn't a powerful system to run the
sim. i evenually gave up using it with the last update (2.0.1) and i was pretty♥♥♥♥♥♥♥♥off with it.

i now have a brand new mid range gaming pc, and after downloading this new version on steam all i can say is WOW!

i have all the graphics maxed out and the heli looks great, flies great and there seems to be no major bugs. i find this sim very
realistic and as close to the real thing unlike other sims which i have used which are very robotic. you seem to get all the little
twitches and wobbles a real heli has when pulling 3d manouvres which is great.

the models look great in the workshop area. i love the option to fully customise the heli with lots of real world components. i
think this gives beginners a chance to understand a helicopter more and could really help during setup and tweaking. all small
changes to the virtual flybarless system make changes to the flight characteristics.

all in all a very very good sim. the only problems i can see are

*small crashes do not affect the heli, it just bounces and carries on. its not a major problem bt it just niggles me a little
* backgrounds could be better, but i totally understand all the hard work has gone into the physics and model graphics, so again
this is no major problem and i hardly look at the backgrounds as im watching the model.

i would also like to mention how helpful the team behind this game are. i had a problem with my dongle in the past and had a
near instant response with a solution and the problem was fixed. also when trying to aquire the code for a steam download i was
pleasantly suprised by how quickly i had a response.
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very happy bunny. Maybe this is very good game but there is a problem with controllers and my patience is wearing thin ... this
is my 1st refund and this review is just about the controller problem.

This game has "Full controller support" regarding to the store page, but Steam Controller is not working at all and other
controllers may have problems too.

With Steam Controller is easy to map keys and make non-controller game works (but I don't do that here on the "full controller
support" game, so I've been refunded). Dev is offering the how-to (maybe one day the community will publish some mapping
for lazy and angry people like me).

EDIT:
Disclaimer, as many games are working out of the box and I own so many games, I have not enough of patience with those
where I found any problems. Why? Many times I want to play something with friends and meanwhile when I try to start any
problematic game, then another one, and the next one, they starts to get bored. In this case I'll not try to dive into further
investigation if Steam store categories are misleading or if game hw support is insufficient. Steam Controller is the "industry
standard" here on Steam platform for me, I own several more X360 controllers but want to play with SC.
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